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   Chapter - 2 

 

LESSON-2 
 

TOPIC:KAKHUIGAI 
 

Solutions 

 

I. Answer the following questions : 

 

Q.1.    What would the widow do when Kakhuigai grew up? 

Ans:- When Kakhuigai grew up, the widow would take him to the python to fight with it. 

 

Q.2.    What did the widow give to the python and what did the python do? 

Ans:- The widow gave a folded piece of cloth for the python to lay its head on. The python 

crawled and rested its head on the folded cloth. 

 

Q.3.    What did the widow say to Kakhuigai when she found him sad?  

Ans: When the widow found her son, she told him not to worry about it but to consider 

himself lucky as the python was not an ordinary one but  a spirit. 

 

Q.4.   What did the villagers decide to do?  

Ans: The villagers decided to accompany the window’s son to meet the python. 

 

 

Q.5.    How did Kakhuigai pray to the python as he made the offerings? 

Ans: As Kakhuigai made the offerings he prayed to the python to lead him home. 

 

Q.6.   What did Kakhuigai find inside the python’s belly? 

Ans: Kakhuigai  found a magic box inside the python’s belly. 

 

Q.7.   How did the villagers finish the ritual? 

Ans: The villagers finished the ritual by cutting the python into seven parts, cooked and eat it 

with a lot of merry making. Its head was hung on the threshold of Kakhuigai home. 

 

Q.8. How did Kakhuigai become a rich man? 

Ans: Kakhuigai become a rich man after finding the magic box from the  

belly of the python. 

 

Q.9. What did Kakhuigai’s relatives try to do? 

Ans: Kakhuigai’s relatives tried to steal the magic box after the death of his mother and 

poisoned his family’s food. 

 

Q.10.What finally happened to the magic box? 

Ans : Finally the magic box fell down on the ground and broke into pieces when the relatives 

were  fighting over it. 
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Q.11. Write how Kakhuigai’s family suffered because of the magic box. 

Ans :  Kakhuigai and family suffered a lot because of the magic box, They were  envied by 

their relatives and they  tried to steal the magic box. Their family’s foods were 

poisoned by them and the whole family suffered from the magic box. 

 

 

 

 

 


